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Outline

• What is Accountability?
• Responsibility, explainability and liability of 

limited autonomous AI
• Trust: not limited to single AI system. Let’s 

think about group AI ‘s  behavior
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IEEE Ethically Aligned Design version 2
1. Executive Summary
2. General Principles
3. Embedding Values Into Autonomous 

Intelligent Systems
4. Methodologies to Guide Ethical Research 

and Design
5. Safety and Beneficence of Artificial General 

Intelligence (AGI) and Artificial 
Superintelligence (ASI)

6. Personal Data and Individual Access 
Control

7. Reframing Autonomous Weapons Systems
8. Economics/Humanitarian Issues
9. Law
10. Affective Computing
11. Classical Ethics in Artificial Intelligence
12. Policy
13. Mixed Reality
14. Well-being 3

Version 3 will be published soon



Transparency and Accountability

• IEEE EADversion2 Law chapter says:
• We need to clarify who is responsible in case 

of accidents
• For this Transparency and Accountability
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Transparency

– Disclose learning data for ML and input data of 
actual use of AI application generated by ML

– Given output or result of AI application system, 
disclose data flow and algorithm of AI application. 
Conceptual one is OK

– Founder and developer of AI application system
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Misunderstood version of 
Accountability

• Wrong one
– Disclosing information via transparency with 

natural language document for users of AI 
application system

– In Japan, the mistranslation into “responsible to 
explain” is badly effecting many people’s attitudes 
towards accountability (Prof. Ohya: Keio Univ.)
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Accountability must be recognized as:

• Explain the validity, fairness and legitimacy of 
result/output of AI with the manner that AI 
application users who are ordinary citizen can 
easily understand and accept

To clarify who are responsible for the results 
of AI application outputs.
Responsibility implies compensation.
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Single AI system is too complex and 
being black box  XAI

• XAI became a big research topic in recent years, such as 
XAI2017, XAI2018

– The methods to give meanings of internal 
variables with the combination of input variables.

– It seems to be hard for Deep Learning

– As for the way to make output understandable 
explanation for ordinary people, promising results 
have not yet come. 
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Single AI Drone used as a weapon

• AI drones are operated from a remote operating 
center , even thousands of Km
– Complexity of battle field
– Responsible person could be unclear because of 

latency time, difficulties of recognizing the real enemy.
– It is tough to identify who are soldiers   and who are 

civilians.
– To solve this problem, every persons’ data might be 

gathered for long period of time and analyzed with big 
data mining technologies 
Worse but anyway, accountability is recognized as a 

key factor. 
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Unpredictability of group AIs
Flush crash

• Flush crash： Group of AI traders communicate 
each other via i.e. stock prices as common 
language,  and catastrophic results comes out in 
seconds
– Deals in micro seconds
– Companies do not disclose AI traders’ algorithm 

because of enterprise secret policies
No accountability!



How to cope with
• AI traders’ algorithms are still in secret

• Observing the market from outside by another special 
AI: AI observer

• AI observers try to find unusual situation as early as 
possible:  Unusual situation detection technologies: 
good research topic of AI
– Detected then stop  
– Before detection, the loss or gain are exemption of liability

 The problem caused by AI should be solved by AI
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AI observer observes the behavior of group of AI 
and tries to

detect unususal situation as early as possible.

AIAI observer

We should make a scheme 
on which we trust this AI

Observer!
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Unpredictability of Group AI’s behavior

• Self driving vehicles:  negotiating near by vehicles 
directly and effectively to make driving route plans to 
avoid collision

• Israel based MobileEye is proposing great technologies 
for it.

• If an accident happens, an explainability of self driving 
vehicle plays a crucial role.  

– Key point  is design of interface between AI and outside
situation.
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Unpredictability of Group AI’s behavior

• Platoon of autonomous  AI  drones
– If an attack comes out unintentionally  where  

human commanders are set aside,  it is  unclear 
who is responsible  Unintentionally happening 
of battle, even war!

– No accountability is a problem!
– CCW(Convention on Certain Conventional 

Weapons) tries to ban it, as far as I know
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Considering problems described above,

The direction of utilizing AI is 
Accountability

Technically speaking, we have to think not 
only about single AI but about group AI
They have to have the ability to generate 

easily understandable explanations for 
ordinary  people tough !

Then how?
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The direction of utilizing AI: 
recommendation

Towards TRUST

Trust： Making some one be authority based on 
historical accumulation of technology 
advancement

Licensing this authority by public authority such 
as national government:  i.e. medical doctor, 
lawyer

Compensation for accidents: when responsive 
persons are not clearly identified,  insurance 
comes to be the last resort.
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Conclusion

• Combination of Transparency, Accountability 
including AI observers, Licensing, and 
Compensation by insurance  makes AI system 
based on machine learning technologies be 
trusted by every people including ordinary 
citizens.

• This is good for us ML and AI researchers and 
developers.
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Open problem:
Contention among several AIs

• The various copy rights of art,  etc. created with assistance of AI
• The intellectual property rights created with assistance of AI

• Who are the holder of  copy right/ intellectual property?
• When two or more parties insist their rights, what kind of role AI 

should do?
• AI’s explainability and of course accountability  play an extremely 

important role 
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What is AI’s position when AI is involved in a task of 
creating art products?

AI generate 
vast amount 

of art 
product 

candidates.

Select good art 
product 

candidates 
which is likely 
to accepted by 

people with 
this filter

Generate a filter which  
select good art product 

based on them

past excellent art products

New viewers’ reaction ＝
their idea and sense

End viewers or 
audience

Art products made 
with AI

Viewer’s 
idea and 

sense: key 
point of 

copyright

See things in 
this loop



The typical contention
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 In case of copyright violation, who should be 
responsible to it?

• Creator who use AI even the AI is (limited) 
autonomous?

• Autonomous AI itself?
• Developer of autonomous AI?
• …..



What is AI’s position when AI is involved in a task of 
creating intellectual products such as patent?

AI generate 
vast 

amount of 
I.P. s such as  
candidates 
of patent.

Select good 
candidates of 
I.P.  which is 
likely to pass 

this filter

Generate a filter 
which rejects similar 

candidates of I.P.  
based on them

past intellectual properties

Authority’s decision to 
accept as I.P. or not 

&
User’s reaction ＝

“used or not”

I.P. made with AI

technical 
idea and 

sense: key 
point of I.P.

See things in 
this loop

In I.P. , this process should 
reject the too similar idea 
to the already existed I.P.s



Thank you for your attention
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